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PRESERVING LAND-GRANT AGRICULTURAL DOCUMENTS
A Guide for the Preparation of Microfilming
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INTRODUCTION
The need to preserve land-grant agricultural documents has been
recognized for years, but only within the last decade has some attempt
been made on the national level to organize the preservation effort.
In the beginning a "Memorandum of Understanding between the LandGrant College and University Libraries and the United States Department of Agriculture" was drafted: signatory land-grant libraries agreed
to "collect, store and provide ready access to complete files of the
major serial publications of their state agricultural experiment
stations, extension service, and colleges of agriculture"

(~ndated

"Memorandum of Understanding); to provide photocopies; brief reference
and bibliographic assistance on these publications.

In return NAL*

would coordinate the completion of the state's file and compile an
annual list of participants for all land-grant libraries.

Kentucky

was not one of the signators to this agreement.
The decision was made at Kentucky not to participate for one reason:
there was no space to keep the duplicate copies of Kentucky holdings.
Space could have been made by discarding land-grant agricultural
publications from other states, but we hesitated to do that until it
was established which states were entering into this agreement.

Other

states must have felt the·same way for in the early 1970's the
"Memorandum of Understanding" was replaced by "Cooperative Agreements."
Under these agreements land-grant college and university libraries
agreed to collect files of their agricultural documents for purposes
* The National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Md.

of microfilming as complete a file as possible through 1969.

NAL

coordinated the project and contributed to the cost of the filming.
The New England States were the first to organize and as a group entered
into the cooperative agreement with the New England Board of Higher
Education coordinating the project.

Then Kentucky, Florida and

California followed as independent groups.

The University of

Kentucky signed a cooperative agreement with the National Agricultural
Library on June 17, 1974.
July 30, 1975.

On

The agreement was to be in effect until

July 30, 1976 the first rolls of film reached

the University of Kentucky after two years of blood, sweat and tears.
I made the decision to enter into the agreement on the advice of the
former Agricultural Librarian of the University of Kentucky.

At the

time I had been acting Agricultural Librarian for two months and I
barely knew what it was we were getting into.

It was only after I

had been involved in the project for several months that I realized
the importance of the project to which I had committed myself and
my staff.

Many of our early Kentucky agricultural publications had

deteriorated and with prolonged use would have disintegrated.

Had

we put off the preservation effort much longer, there would have been
nothing to preserve.
It is because I believe in this project that I have taken the
time to write this paper.

It is intended merely as a guide with

suggestions that I would have welcomed when we were involved in the
microfilming.

I have not gone into the technical specifications

for the microfilm or the jargon used in filming.

This material is

very adequately covered in "Microfilming Agricultural Documents"
prepared by Warner-Edison Associates for the New England Board of
Higher Education.

"Preserving Land-Grant Agricultural Documents"

stresses the bibliographic history and the preparation of the

ii

documents for filming.

Although each group has to work out its own

system, perhaps some of the aggravation suffered at Kentucky can be
avoided by the use of this guide.
It must be remembered that this document was prepared from an
individual land-grant institution's point of view.

We did not film

our documents as part of a group of institutions; therefore, certain
procedures may not fit a group situation.

I have tried to be as

general as possible to avoid these conflicts.
Three years have now passed since we signed our cooperative agreement.

During that period of time so many people have been involved that

it would be impossible to name them all.
go to my staff.

My deepest appreciation must

Without their support and interest this project would

hot have been completed.

I would also like to thank Ms. Beverly

Fiorentino at Graphic Microfilms, who advised me from a filmer's
point of view, and Mr. Joseph Duncan, our Experiment Station editor,
who took time out of his busy schedule to edit this guide.

Antoinette Paris Powell
July, 1977
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TilE DECISION

The decision to microfilm your state's agricultural documents is
only the first of many to be made in connection with such a project.
Once the decision to enter into the project is made, then the material
to be filmed, format to be used, and type of film need to be considered
before the work can begin in earnest.

These decisions will have a direct

bearing on the cost of the filming and must be settled before a dollar
amount can be assigned to the project.
Assigning prioities to files is not an ·easy matter.

If the funds

for such a project have already been determined, then you should move on
to the estimate and then assign priorities when the cost of doing the
entire job is known.

If you have no such boundaries, then you should

look at your files and decide exactly what you feel is valuable enough
to preserve on film.

The experiment station publications should be

given first priority with the college and departmental publications
second.

The extension material, by its very nature, could

lowest priority.

be assigned

Only the major series should be earmarked for filming.

The format of the material to be filmed needs to be determined
very early in the project.

The advantages and disadvantages of 16mm

versus 35mm, microfiche versus roll microfilm, and the equipment
available at your institution should be considered, as well as
of film.

th~

If the film is simply to be of archival value, not for

public use, then either positive or negative film would serve that
purpose.

If you want the film for reproduction purposes, however,

type

negative film would probably be the wiser choice.

The type you choose

will depend on the ultimate use you intend to make of the product of
this project.
Suggestions
1.

Check into the equipment on your campus and the means for dttplication
of the microforms.

2.

Discuss the equipment and the film types with a person knowledgeable
on the subject and do some background reading.

3.

Consider putting shorter runs of serials on microfiche.
convenience may out-weigh the added cost.

The

THE ESTIMATE
There are several ways for estimating the paging of land-grant
documents; I am going to describe two methods.

The first procedure was

suggested by Alice Sizner Warner (Microfilming of Land-Grant Documents,
p. 5), and the second method was suggested by the National Agricultural
Library in the very beginning stages of the project.
Ms. Warner suggests that shelves of documents be measured.

There

are approximately 400 pages to the shelf inch, and all. that is required
is to measure the shelf space of a series, then convert inches to pages.
This is perhaps the simplest method of estimating.

The method suggested

by the National Agricultural Library takes considerably longer, but
perhaps it is a bit more accurate.

First, count the pages in every

tenth publication in a given series, then total the number of pages and
multiply by 10 to get the total number of pages.

For example, if you

have 30 publications in your Bulletin series and number 1 has 40 pages;
number 10 has 25 pages; number 20 has 60 pages; and number 30 has 10
pages, your paging for the series would be 1,550[(40 + 25 + 60 + 30)x 10].

2
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This method of estimation also has another advantage:

it gets you to

look at the publications initially so you have some idea of what you
are up against {Appendix A).
You should also consider format in the page count.

Some materials

areprintedon leaves, and others have a much smaller format allowing
two exposures per frame,

This is to be considered when you convert your

page count to a frame count.

For example, you have 27,000 pages of Bulletins,

but they are in a 6 x 9 format.

With a 14x reduction the filmer will

have two exposures per frame, so the actual number of frames is only
13,500 for that series.

You would then multiply that figure by a

current price on a per 'frame basis to get your estimated cost for the
series.
Another way of estimating cost is to simply ignore format altogether
and multiply the number of pages to be filmed by 10¢.

(This is what

we did at Kentucky and found ourselves estimating about g1500 over the
actual cost.)

This method does not give an accurate estimate but

simply a ballpark figure.

Regardless of the method you use, consider

the cost of the format you have decided upon and then use the most
current prices available.

This should give you a relatively accurate

estimate of the cost of the project.
THE FUNDING
In 1972 the National Agricultural Library made funds available on a
cooperative basis to any land-grant institution for the filming of landgrant agricultural documents.

These funds are still available for

those institutions that qualify.

Once you have estimated the cost of

filming, a cooperative agreement will be written and the amounts will
be determined.

NAL generally pays about 50% of the cost of the project

(Appendix B).
I
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An expiration date on the agreement also needs to be worked out.

A

very general timetable should be set up initially so there will be no
need for an extension on the agreement.

(For Kentucky publications the

cooperative agreement was signed in June 1974, but the actual work on
the project was from January to July 1976.)

Although the timetable

for the actual filming has to be worked out with the filmer, enough
time should be allotted for the bidding period as well as the filming
(Appendix B).
The last thing to be considered is how the funds will be handled.
This differs among institutions so a look into your institution's
accounting procedures may avoid needless delays.
Suggestions

1.

Work out alternatives in the event that the estimate is high or
low. If there is not enough money, who makes up the difference?
If there is too much money, do you prorate the invoice or does
NAL provide the full amount specified in the agreement?

2.

Establish a knowledgeable contact at the accounting end of your
institution. If problems arise, such a contac't could be helpful.

THE DOCUMENT

The call for bids is a very lengthy document which must be exact
in respect to specifications, for it will ultimately serve as your
contract.

The first step to be taken is to learn about your state

laws governing contracts concerning state institutions.

If there is a

problem, it should be discussed long before the call is issued.
The next step is to produce the document itself.

The call

written for the New England or any of the other projects can serve
as a model for your document (Exhibit A).

The best way to proceed is

simply to photocopy a document used by another institution and alter
it to fit your needs.

Included in this call must be a list of

4

publications to be filmed.

The information needed is series title;

the number of pages; and the format (size of the publication) (Exhibit
B, p. 40).

Every aspect of the project should be considered in

producing this document because it is not only a call for bids but also
the contract between your institution and the contractor.
usually given six weeks to respond with a bid.

Bidders are

Once the call is issued,

you can do nothing more on the contract until the bids are opened
and a vendor is chosen.
Suggestions
1.

First, talk with the official at your institution who will handle
your contract. Find out what is required before you get too
involved.

2.

Try to anticipate any problems that might arise and clear them
up ahead of time.

THE PREPARATION
Preparation of the files for the microfilming project can be
broken down into two operations--the search for the bibliographic
history and the actual collecting of the publications.
The Search
The search for the bibliographic history can be the most frustrating
and, also the most rewarding operation of the entire project.

The first

step is to establish the history of the parent body (Exhibit C).

The

search should begin with your University archives (if you have one).

That

office will most likely provide you with the information you need with
very little effort.

Then you can verify it with your own publications.

If the archives personnel cannot provide you with this information,
then you can turn to the publications themselves.

Note the date or

dates on which any changes occurred and try to verify this with other

5
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publications.

Even if you cannot verify the history from another

source, you can be reasonably sure that the changes in the name of
the institution occurred during the years on the publications.
After you have determined name changes in your

inst±tutio~

the

next step is to ascertain that you have all the material issued by that
institution.

Your best sources for determining the gaps is Library

of Congress Dictionary Catalog, the National Union Catalog, Union
List of Serials, New Serial Titles, and The Dictionary Catalog of the
National Agricultural Library.

•

Old publication lists from your

experiment station are also very useful but extremely difficult to
come by.

If, in searching these sources, you find other series you

think important enough to film, then you must try to obtain copies for
filming.

(Hopefully few will fall into this category as many additional

series will greatly affect the cost of the project.

If you feel you

are lacking some important series in your holdings, then the searching
operation should be completed before you estimate the cost.)

The

titles you wish to film should be noted and set aside to be put on
your want list.

Next, determine the gaps in your collection.

Each

series held by the library must be checked to see if it is complete.
Once your files are in order, a want list must be prepared and
sent to the National Agricultural Library, neighboring institutions, and
your own experiment station (Exhibit D).

Selected want lists could be

sent to various departments in your college.

Although an original is

desirable for filming, a good quality photocopy can be supplied if
you are unable to send the original.

In some instances, a photocopy

may be a better copy than the original document.
For the sake of preservation, every effort should be made to note
lapses in publication and to fill in existing gaps.
6

To give the most

I~

complete bibliographic information, many hours of searching will be
necessary and many phone calls will have to be made.

A complete and

accurate bibliographic history will greatly facilitate the gathering
of the actual documents.
Collecting the Material
Several decisions need to be made before the preparation of the
material.

If your experiment station publications (Bulletins, Circulars,

Reports) were bound together, you should at this point decide how you
are going ·to film them.

If you decide to film them as they are, your

bibliographic targets will have to be prepared with extreme care.

If

you decide to film each series separately, I suggest that your staff
separate the material.

This will avoid copious instructions to the

filmer and needless confusion.
Another decision to be made before preparation is the position of the
indexes (if there are any).

If you decide to film the Bulletins, Circulars

and Reports together, you must decide whether to put the indexes at
the beginning or at the end of the publications indexed.
should be given to the pagination of the index.

'Consideration

If they are paged in

at the end of the work, putting them at the beginning may confuse the
user.

If you decide to split the publications then your problem is

compounded if you have a combined index for the Bulletins, Circulars,
and Reports.
index.

You must decide with which publication to place the

Once again, pagination should be considered.

Whatever is

decided, notations should be added to the other series for future
reference.
The problem of revisions should be also settled beforehand.
Revisions can be filmed on a separate reel or they can be placed in

7

cpronological order following the original publications.

If all the

revisions are not available for filmin&or if you cannot verify

tha~

you have all the revisions, then some sort of notation should be added
at the beginning of the film (Exhibit E).
The first step in the actual preparation of the files is to number
the titles.

Simply take your list of material to be filmed and

assign each title a number.

Then take one title at a time and divide

it into manageable packages for packing.

Each package should be

labeled by title number, package number and issues •. Then, starting
with the first number of the first package of the first series, begin
collating.
To collate the publications, each issue should be looked at page
by page and any idiosyncrasies noted on a collation list.

Some items to

look for in collating are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Irregular paging,
Variant titles,
Position of the indexes,
Damaged pages,
Irregular size pages, such as foldouts,
Any supplements or additional material, and
Any missing numbers (gaps or unavailable for filming).

At the beginning of each list for each series title there should be a
complete bibliographic history of the series.

This alerts the filmers

to the idiosyncrasies and enables them to prepare a complete bibliographic
target as well as any notes for additional information.

It also makes

the library contact thoroughly familiar with each file to answer
questions which may arise during the actual filming of the documents
(Exhibit F).

Any items to be returned should be clearly marked on the

list and on the package.

The filmer will be most cooperative in

returning any items you request; however, the matter of postage should
be discussed in advance.

Along with the list, a standard bibliographic
8

target would be helpful to the filmer for each title, but complete
accuracy must be observed (Exhibit G).
in triplicate:

The list should be prepared

one to go in the appropriate box of publications,

one to be sent via .first class mail to the filmer, and one to be
kept for your records.
Packing the boxes for shipment should be done so that the
publications cannot shift and be damaged in transit,

A list of what

each box contains should be at the very top of the carton so that it
is readily visible when the box is opened and each label should state
the number of boxes being shipped .(i.e., 1 of 7, 2 of 7, etc.).

The

list sent by first class mail should also indicate what is in each box.
A copy of this packing list should be kept by the sending library.

If

a box does not arrive at the filmers, the missing items will be
immediately known and provision can be made to replace them.

After

the filming begins, the person designated as the library liason should
be available at all times to answer any questions that will come up
during the filming.
Good preparation is the key to the success of this project.

If

files are accurately prepared, the film will certainly be an accurate
record of the work done in your college.

In preparing your files and

lists, assume that the filmer knows nothing about the publications.
Give explicit instructions and very detailed bibliographic information
(Exhibit H).

The outcome will be a high quality film which both you

and the filmer can be proud of.
Suggestion
Use the collating list as your packing list.
is in each box (Exhibit I).

Simply indicate what

9
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THE EVALUATION

It is a great feeling of satisfaction to see the reels of film
return, but all the reels must be checked for accuracy;

The best way

is to examine every frame of film, but that is not always feasible.
If you cannot spend the time required to examine the film, a spot
check should be made.

The simplest way to make a spot check is to

take random reels of each title and go through them frame by frame,
Look for completeness and accuracy.

Check to see if your special

instructions were carried out as you outlined them.

The list should

be examined for idiosyncrasies, and these should be checked to see
if they were handled satisfactorily.

If you find something amiss,

notify the filmer immediately and make arrangements to have the error
corrected.

If your preparations were complete and the instructions

clear, everything should be in order.

10

Wh1le the deciaion, the estimate, the funding, the document, and
the evaluation are all an integral part of this microfilming project,
it is the preparation which will determine the quality of your film.
It
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,APPENDIX A

I

Methods of Estimation
To test the accuracy of both methods of estimating the pages to be
filmedJI hand-counted the number of pages in our Kentucky Bulletins,
Circulars, and Reports.

I then took our estimate from 1974 and estimated

the same series using the Warner method (see page 5 of text).

Here are

the results:

33,544 pages
29,580 pages (underestimate of 3964 pages)
39,200 pages (overestimate of 5656 pages)

actual count
NAL estimate
Warner estimate

Both methods of estimating have advantages and disadvantages.

The

Warner method is much faster but it may give you an overestimate thus
encumbering more funds than you may need for the project.

If time is

a factor in doing your estimate, however, I suggest using this method.
The NAL method of estimating. takes longer and you may underestimate
the number of pages.

Even though we underestimated on this series in

Kentucky, we estimated a cost of g1500 over the actual cost of the project.
Using this method of estimating has an added advantage; you can
closely look at the format of each item.

In addition to counting every

tenth publication you can sean the publication for format.
dealing with leaves or pages?
will be used.

Are you

If leaves, then only half as much film

You can see if there are a number of·foldouts.

is the case then it will take two frames per page.

If that

Other potential

problems can be observed and prepared for before the actual preparation.
The method you choose will depend on the amount of time you have to

12
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spend on the estimation.

Either method will give you a rough estimate

on which to base your cost projection.
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!APPENDIX Bl

Division of Time for Each Operation
COMPLETION TIME:

6 TO 8 MONTHS

THE DECISION--The decision begins the project. It is simply a matter
of deciding whether or not to invest the time in the project.
THE ESTIMATE--The amount of time taken for the estimate will depend on
the method used and the number of people involved in the operation.
At Kentucky it took seven people four hours to estimate 84,000 pages
using the NAL method of estimating (see Appendix A). Allow anywhere
from one week to a month for the estimate.
THE FUNDING--This should take one person approximately three weeks to
make arrangements for the funding and to mail the agreements.
THE DOCUMENT--The document should take one person approximately one week
including typing of the document.
THE CALL FOR BIDS--You should allow at least one month for the document
to clear your institution and six weeks for the bidder to respond.
THE PREPARATION--The Search--Preparation can begin as soon as the
funding is settled. I suggest that the real preparation not begin
until the bids have actually been sent and all the details concerning
the project have been worked out. You may change your mind about
certain procedures during the course of the writing of the document.
No estimate of time can be given for the search. The time spent will
depend on the availability of materials and the records to confirm the
bibliographic information. The actual preparing of the want list should
take only a few days but allow at least two months for a response.
THE PREPARATION--The Collecting--Allow a minimum of one month to collect
duplicates. This also will depend on your source of supply for
duplicate publications. If you can obtain all of them from sources
on your campus, the time for collecting material will be greatly
shortened.
THE PREPARATION--Splitting~-If you decide to split your Bulletins,
Circulars, and Reports, allow an extra week in your preparation.
THE PREPARATION--Collating--Allow about twenty minutes per six hundred
pages for collating. The collatingatKentucky took about one hundred
man-hours.

14
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THE PREPARATION--The Collating List--Typing the collating list and packing
each shipment should take four to eight hours.
THE EVALUATION--The evaluation will take as much time as you wish to
spend with it. It could take anywhere from four hours to four weeks.

15

TIMETABLE

Estimated Time 6 to 8 M::mths

·~

til
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SAMfLE CALL FOR BIDS

I

EXHIBIT A

I

SEX':TION I - INFORMATION TO BIDDERS

A.

l31l.CKGROOND AND OBJOCTIVES

1.

2.

The land-grant universities and the u.s. Depart:ment of Agriculture have
a long histocy of cooperation on projects in· research, instruction and
the establishment of agricultural policies for the United States. The
National Agricultural Library (NAL), the official u.s. ~t of
Agricultural Library, in a like manner works on a cooperative~
with the land-grant university libraries._ ~actions are usnaJJy
on a shared-cost basis.

u*
the direction of the New England Board of Higher ~tioo the
New England states of COnnecticut,
Ma:ine,
New ~.

~.

Rhode Island, and Venront t:hrouqh actions of the land"'9=t university
and library adm:in±strat6rs, have joined with the National Agricultural
Library (NAL) to microfilm their state land-grant agri.cul tura1 publications on a shared-cost basis.

3.

B.

The National Agricultural Libracy proposed this joint :fu!'ldixlq arr~
ment following solicitation of :funds in 1972 by a group of New EnglaM.
Librarians for microfilming. During a review of this prog:t·am with the
National 1\dViso:ey Council to the National Agricultural Libracy in 197273, it was proposed that a microfilming program for the entire United
States be considered and, if feasible, irnplanented.

4.

The program is established with the knowledge that many institutions
will be intero-Sted in obtaining these titles on film as repl.acerra;mts
for old files or to extend their existing holdings. It is proposed that ·
ready availability and marketing can best be acccnrplished by working
with a =rmercial fi.lmar and marketer on a shared-cost basis. Hereinafter this agency will be referred to as the Contractor. Therefore the
·participating state institutions in this contract would receive films of
their bane states' dOCll!llel'lts. The University of Kentucky will retain one
archive quality master negative of all items filmed. For its investment,
the c:onmercial. concern would have retention, duplication and sales right
frcrn its original master and could provide notice of availability in
prcm:>tionalmaterials.

5.

This proposed filming follows the contractual filming 1.lil.derway of the
six New England statss' land-grant agricultural publications-.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE NATIONAL PROGRAM

1.

l.

The University of Kentucky· has joined with the National
Agricultural Library to continue this microfilming endeavor begun with the New England land-grant filming.
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2.

A national microfilming program of an est:ilnated 7 million pages of land-grant
university agricultural publications requires a large investment of funds.
This investment can only partially be provided by the University of Kentucky.
Therefore, the success of the national program will eventually require a
substantial investment on the part of a conmercial contractor.

3.

The purpose of the program is primarily archival in nature, since many of
t.he documents and serial files are deteriorating. The land-grant libraries .
and the National Agricultural Library feel an . obligation to preserve the publications -on film for future scholars. Research publications of the agricultural experiment stations are the !lOst valuable of the dOC\li!I!imt..s, have
the greatest utility, and will conti,nue to have use on a long-t:etm :I:Jasis. ·

4.

Publications to be filmed will include those of the ag-ricultw:al experi1l'llmt.
stations, extension services, oolleges of agriculture, forestry, llt::me eoo-·
nomics or derivatively named units. Prime ~s will be givar1 to f.il!r..ing long serial runs of these organizational units :from their :inception
through 1969. Priority considerations will be made on ti~ ·title l::lasis
i f this is necessary because of costs.
The National Agricultural Libra:r:y (NAL) .intends tn continulll the fi..lm:ing pro-

gram until the major publications of each of the fifty states at.'e f:ilm!!d.
of July 1, 1974, in addition to the six New England si:c?.tas, ~atiV!i:!
agreements, including shared-costs, were signed with t.he appropriate officials
in California, Florida and Kentucky. The availability of funds will deter=
mine the speed of contracting and filming.
As

113.

The pattern of oooperation and fund.ing from three sources will ~ the
degree to which each state's land-grant agricultural publications are filmed.
In all cases where priority oonsideration is required, preference will be
given to experiment station and college of Agriculture materials.
The Extension Service materials received lowest priority in the New
England land-grant filming and were filmed for sane states and not
for others.

C.

VOLUME OF i\ORK
~'he

total am:mnt of microfilming involved in the University of Kentucky project
cannot be determined exactly and is subject to variation~ upon the
availability of funds :from the University of Kentucky, the NAL and the level

of cost sharing offered by the COntractor. Current estimetes of paqes to be
filmed made on a title-by title count or a measurement of shelves is 80=100,000
pages. A contract made as a result of this Invitation to Bid will bind the
University of Kentucky during the tenn of the contract to utilize services
provided by· ·the successful eontractor insofar as feasible, to a limitatir.m of
$8, 000 and SUC'.h contract will bind t.he COntractor to perform all work ordered
by the University of Kentucky at the prices quoted in the Price Propow, and
confirmed by contract.
,
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The title list provided as Appendix I will be followed as closely as possible
and may be used as a reference tool by prospective contractors for estimating
type of material and volmne of work. However, sare titles which are of lesser
value than others may be deleted. This will be det:ermi.ned at t.iire of signature of the contract. These variations will be minor and should not canse
problems in the work flow, nor in the bidding process since pricing will be
provided to the University on a per frame basis by each bidder.
D.

PERIOD OF CON'l'RllC1'

D. The contract period shall be for 3 months fran the date of awm:d or signed
contractual agreement, or until the sum of $8,000 has been exp!!!l'lded, which
ever c:cmes first. COntract will be terminated .and !lUSt be ~leted by

June 30, 1976.

Bidders shall sukmit two (2) · c:::o!\l)lete copies of their prop:>sals with the

bid.
F.

PAYMENT

After final acceptance the contractor shall be paid upon the sul::rnission of
proper invoices.
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SECTION II - SPECIAL CONDITIONS

~

Filming Nill be performed at a location so designated by the Contractor.
~rransportation of materials to be filined !Vill be arranged by the Contractor
ts:> that lc.>eat~ion. Responsibility for receipt of the material lies with the
Contractor.

Pu:blic<lHons vftdch leave the Uriiversity of Kentuclqr to the filming locatic:m
but do not a:L"rim;, at the designated destination mu..ort: be replaced by the a::mtxac:tor.
B.

F:AiYii~TJ:lHV:zt\'l"ION

WI'l1'f CONDITIONS

···~-·=>="=~~-'•-"=~=-·~~~~===~·

A prt~·bid conferenCt£• will !}Ot be heold. All mat<?.rials to be filrned will. be
avai~able ~'or iru.,;€CHon at tbe University of Kentucky Agricultl.l:l:'e IJJ:u:axy.
'JJJ?J·"'''" of pru;:ticular tit~es may also be examined at; t:lw National AgriOJltllrl'll
Beltsville, .M'aryland. Assistance and oonsull:ation on tbe tit~l.es will
<:Jiven during the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. on b!onday through ll'riday.
Spe::!ific qoof3t.ions will be ;:msw<?..red; however; such illfoDnation and explanations will oot relieve the Contractor flXlm assuming the full resp::msibility
p:COJJi?'X '"stin1atioll of services requi:red. All contacts. and arrangements
rwJSt be made through:
Antoinette l? o Powell
A,'Jriculture Library
Ag:d.cultural Scie:nce Ce.nt.er-N
Uciw:rsity of Kentucl<y
I,e~r.ington, Kentucky 40506
(606) 258-2758, or her desig11ated representative.
Ms.. Powell n1ay be <contacted after January 4, 1976 until ·the bid
as sJ::K)~'m 011 COVf!!J:

C.

Op<i'J'ling

date

sheet ..

\lUALII''ICI:I;J~ION~L!Jl!' BIDD~

Bids will !x0 considered only f:tom. organizations oc individuals who rY:JW oc within the last. two years haw bea1 e11g·aged in the perfo:rmanoo of work ccmparable
t:o that~ described in the work specifications. Greater detail 011 Bidder's
qualificat:ions are given below:
D.

INFORMA'riON1 lYfA'l'ERIALS AND HESPONSIBIL:J:riES
OF THE UN1\/ERSITY
OF
•' •
-

T=~=·~-=,r~~=~~=-~·~=':"=""""""'"

~

-~-===-=-

'l:be umversity of Kentucky will provide as complet~ Sf.lts as possible of
the doc.'Ulllent"..s to be filmed and boxed for ·tramo<JQrb Sets will be transported at the eJ,-pense of the Contractor.
It.
tbe University
Kentucky's responsibLUty to separate bound
material on;J,y:: when more tha!l one series is bound toget11E'..r o
2.

fac:il:l.ties, supplies or equ:ipm?.nt will be provided by the University
of Kentucky.
J\1(}
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E.

CON'l'RAC'!OR FURNISHED MA.TERIAIS, SUPPLIES AND HANDLING
1.

The Contractor shall supply all the necessary microfilming equiprent
including peripheral equiprent and materials in order to rreet the tecll.-

nical specifications.

2.

The Contractor shall furnish all supplies, fOD!IS, equiprent and off~

spaoe necessary for performanoe of this oantract. .
3.

The Contractor shall deliver ~leted film. to the University of Kentuc:ky
Libraries, and the National Agricultural Library.

If a oantract results f:r:a1l this solicitation, the Contract to the extent·.
that it is of the character of which the Serv.i.oe Contract .1l.ct of 1965 (P.L.
89-286) applies, .is subject to the attached provisi,.ons. entitled Setvioe
Contract .1l.ct of 1965.
G.

P~BOND

The successful bidder will be required to fumish within 15 days after awa:t:d
of the oantract security to guarantee satisfactory perfonnanoe of· the oantract
··in the am::runt of 50% of the contract prioe. Security shall be in the form of
a performanoe bond, !lleEiting requirarellts of Colrim:Jnwealthcof Kentucky Statutes.
H.

CCNrRJ\C'roR'S LIABILITY RESPONSIBn.ITY

The Contractor shall be responsible for the safety of his employees and hS
shall save and keep harmless the University of Kentucey against any or all
claims, expenses, or liability in connection with the performanoe of this

contract.
I•

QUALIFICATION OF PERSONNEL

The personnel selected by the Contractor to perform the collating must have
past experienoe with serial number:i.ng and collation sequenc:i.ng for film:i.ng.
camera operators must have a llli.n:!Irun of one year experienoe in microfilm:i.ng.
Contractor will not trim materials to be returned to the University without
permission fz:om ·the University.
·
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Subcont:rarting ru:rangernents may oo made in order to meet the require:nents of
this request. Such an ru:rangement may be appropriate wl:1.ere a bidder may have
the filming
but would oo ~mable to meet the :marketing or sales
rCJg_uiraJEnts, or the ;Jbilit.y to provide projection reduction to 16nm f:t:a11 a
35rnn master. such combinations of ru:rangememts must. be identified and the
the subcontractor and the part he ~1ill play must:. be clearly
PT'im;u·v Cl:mtr.actor wnt lJ<'J responsible for all phases and~
contract.

by evalua:ti.on of prq~sals and m?.de to that
finn(s} ~m.ooo prop;.1sal a:mfoming to thi.s bid·
n10st: adtrantagecus to the St..a:te and Ag<E!!1.1::y, oost and other
fa,::b::>Xff!
'1:11e state resetvse the right to rejait. any and
pz·,::rr:;o~a1.s and to waive i:nfonnaliti.,.s or llli:rJOr irregulm:iti.se in ~
dei~:crajlned

ne<:IS!k1sory or

the propoc:al evaluation U?lunit;l::ae
right to ~:::-e€k or
·verificat.ion, vaJ.idati.oo or
.U:ir;<~ti..(Jn of ver1dDrs ~ data
inJ:orrnation prese~nte:?:1 in. tJ.te
veru:lons' bid proposaL However, ~y oo:ot negotiations and or ~
in the :i;oope of this bid shall ·!!£!:. be a:msidered by the O:J!nnittee nor
mrt:.l;rxdzt'){L

3.

the right: to cor,;;;ider prop;.1sal an~...nts or nodificbid Op?.ning date, should such ru::t.:ion oo ,in the interest
of the State:. 1'his bid does rot corrmit the stat.e to pay any oost i.ncurred
prEj:J;U::at:icin or !::he suaTtission of a proposal or to procure or oontract
f'or tJlfcl system and rJa.>vices requested.
The St:a!:.e

'""''~r:ves

·''+·'<nr'"' a:Et£:1~ the

4.

Period Proposals offering less than sixty (60) days for accepl:.ance by the
the
set·
opening of the bids lflill oo considered non- .

Si:rJ.t:t:'

1.

By
t:he st'.c:!te ro1:l"'-J:Ves the. right to evaluate all ~s submi.tt..c'¢£1 and to accept. the system ~lhich. shall oo oo~idered by the Stat:e of
Kentucky to be the most advantag<lous ·ana conh'tit:ut:e ·its best interest.
advised that in addition to the cost factors of
ability to satiii>fy the t':)ver'aJ.l requirements and
shall be of., eq~:wJ. consiKlerat.:ion in the o::mnittei!\
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2.

Proposals will be evaluatal on a percentage basis: Technical Proposal lOOo/o, Sale to Public lOOo/o, Price Proposal lOOo/o; (See
Section Ill - Preparation of Proposals) •
•
The values given within each Proposal shall be as follows:
a.

Technical Proposal - 100%
The eight (8) points of secticn A will be given these values:

1.
7%
2. 10%
3. 20%

4. 25%
5. 8%
6.
7.

B.

5%

15%
10%

b.

Price Proposal - 100% ·
section 1 for University of Kentucky fi.l.n1i.nq

c.

Sale to the Public - 100%
Section 2 for Sale to the Public.
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· SEC'I'IU'IJ III - SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION OF IDRK

'l'his description is provided to clarify lines of responsibility and to assist bidders in preparing v.urk schedules and costs. These procedures and specifications·
will~ contractual requirements unless equal or bette:r alterriatives are received in pt'CJPfJSa~.
A.

ORGANIZATION
AND PREPARl\TION OF Fill,S
-

""""'-~==•'C"'""=~~-==.,,_-=--·

L

The Univ"'rdty of Kentucky 'l..rill org~ze the files and prep,'U:'e them for
shi£::ll!!!rlt. 'I:hese actil:ms inclu.de:

a.

Joacll btmdl<~ or l:CL<:~.<~
sec11Jential onler
a set of <?2!cll title as is possible will be p1:ovido:i
un:tm'!:k:~;:u::v of I\entucky.

aJI!,PJll'!n:li!

'~·

bY

A listing of titles will be provided by E\C!Ch prior to ~t
ldentificat.ivn of ntissing volUI'!I€.-s, issues or pa.ges, whid'l
used by t1le C'.ont:ri;ietor as a checklist
eollating and
.;;he<::ldn,g for fil<-t i:nt.egrity prir.;r to film:Lng.

~'fith

d.

Eacll title to be fi1rred shall be consecutively mted by a l'llJ!I}ber or letter d1'lsign.ation and attached to each package) e.g.,·
'l:'it~e 1, Pacha<;xe 3.
··

e.

T:i:tle::J or select pieces of a title to be ret:umed to the landgraxit li:bra:ry after fil.m:tng will be conspicuously marked by
the University
Kentrrc.ky on the Individual pieces or t.itles.

Each item will sloo be identified on the title..s' list:" Whole
t.it:l.es or voll.ll1les can be returned but l1lllst oo be designated
tn rlhipllent: l:J'j the University of Kentucky.

B.

TITLE

BIBLIOC.;Rt~PHIC

HISTORY

~=-~~~~'==""'-""">-"'=-~"'==~·~-

The Urrivm·sity
I\ent:ucl::y will provide basic bibl:tograph.ic history on the
titles t.o
filn\00. by~
Ident.if"Yll1g in ch.!JDnolor;ical m:der the succeeding
or spons.:n::ing body of the publication.

or varia:tiom:

2.
t:hl~oo

!lli'Ajor cha!lges. -

of names for
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of the issuir!q

each t..itle along with the

5.

Providing any ol:her bibliographic details which will aid in the handling,
organization of the file, and filming, and/or which should be included
in the bibliographic history on film.
·

These data can be provided on the checklist noted in III, A. above or
separately prepared in adequate copies to be mailed to the COntractor
as well as shipped with the titles.

1.

At the time of contractual agreement... the University of Kentucky,
or its designated representative, will establish a filming schedule,
~ of work, and shipping sched\lle. with the COntractor •. ·

2.

A priority title list will be provided by the University of. Kentucky
with two cat:ego:ri.es of importance noted, and .which will be. follc:lwed
based on availability of funds and filming costs. ·
·
·

3.

A priority title list shall be provided by the University of Kentucky
with two categories of :importance to be foll<::~Wed based on availability
of :funds and filming Costs.

4.

The University of Kentucky wi;tl establish shil.700!lt schedules~ the
COntractor will be responsible for shipping arrangements and their
associated costs.

of

/

The COntractor will report accurately and in writing the quantity
pages
filmed as back-up to invoice ~>"Ul::mitted to the University by the Contractor on
a lmilthly basis. This requirement is necessary because the actual quantity of
pages is not known and experiliture must be controlled on this basis.
E.

CCNrRilCTOR COLLATION AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC RESPONSIBILITIES

1.

The COnt'!:'actor shall be responsible for the correct filming sequence of
each title regru:dless of shiJ.700!lt or checklists provided by the University
of Kentucky.

2.

The Contractor shall take special note of responsibility for reading
notices of missing items and bibliographic history on the physical film
as required by the Technical S~ifications (Section G) •
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3.

1'he Contra.ctm:· shall c:heck the lists (Section III A, l.c above) for any
differences :r:com the pieces l'eceived. 1'he land-grant library representative ~:ill be contacted by the Contractor prior to filming about these
vaxiations, or make corrections later if verification is not done in
advance.

L,.

The Contract;or sholl keep original documents in sequence and readil;)r
accessible Uiltil the f'inaJ. films are accepted •

1.

.

r,a:nd.-gr!mf:; university l.ibraries will inspect the f:i.nished film for accul'acy of sequJ:mee, t;itlit'll.z;, quellty oi' ·the film an(L matching ot the Tech. · :nieal SpedE':l.cationB,
The
sh!LU be requ:L!?ed i:o correct or revrork >.msa:bis:f'ar;to:ry
:fi)..Lttin,c;: fcJr oxxy tec.ln:d.c~aJ. matters covered in the 'F.echn.ical Spec:l.±'icaticms, Ol' any <:rbher contract requirement. Ar:cura<.:y of' sequencing of
:f:Llm, lei'I.IIe:rs oz· b:l.bUogra;plJj,c notices a:ce the reltp<.msil:dlit-y o:f the
Co:o:hrac~i.~tJX·' .~

3.

G.

The Cciri:l;ractor shaLl 'be requir~d to. retain all hardco1w sets =til the
film ::ts ~,cce};ted and a w:i::i.tten nilease transmitted.

J'EG.l:lNICJl& S~C:CF;fC.A'r~
1..

The microfilms produced. she.U conform to the :requirements of MIC.'ROFIIM
Nor=: Recommended Stent'lm·ds for Libraries (American I,ibra:cy Association, Chi:cago, ·l9b67'w pages. Available only from: University Nicro:f'ilnw, :JOO North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Micll.
48106, as Catalog number
OP33154, ¢6.00 per copy) • · !:l;i.s~ofilm Norms will he foLlowed sub,j ect to
the mmif:Lcs:tions and addi.tions cited in Section 2 · foJ~owillg. Th<! National 1\g:-dr:ultalral Ll1:n:ary has a, copy of the Norms which may be consulted
on the prem:lses: ackUtionally, a copy is held by~the Agriculture Library
University of Kentucky where V.rs. Antoinet:l;e P. Powell (6o6) 258-2'758,
should 'be con~JuJ.t.ed :for access.
The r!licrofi]JJ!S >till also conform to the f'ollmdng stll!ldards whenever
they apply and :C<';]?l~~ those listed in chapter 2 of !>licr.::;o;:of::::.i;:::lm::::_:N~o:::::rms~ •

J:'ll:l.25··1965 (R 1969) Safety J?hotograph:l.c ]'ilm, Specifications for
1?.!1.1.28··1969 Photographic Film :for Archival Records, Si:l:lrer-Gelatin
~"ype,

on Cellulose Ester Base, Specifications :for

Photographic: Film for Archival :!1ecords, Silver-Gelatin
T'ype, on Pol;)rester Base, Spec:i.f:b::ations :for

'
•/'''
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,·

Ph4 .8-1971 !4ethylene Blue l·:ethod for Measuring Thiosulfate and Silver
Densitometric l'lethod for Heasuring Residual Chemico.ls in Films, Plates,
and Papers.
Ph5.1-1959 (IU970) l-!icrofilm Readers for 16inm and 35= Film on Reels,
· Specifications for

PH5.3-1967 .16mm and 35mm Silver Gelatin Microfilms for Reel Applica. tions

M-1970 Storage of Processed Silver7Gelat1n Microfilm, Practice for ·

· :ffi5.6-1968 100-Foot Reels for Processed l.6mm and 35mm"'.Microf:l.lm,
D:imensions for

·2.

·

These modif:l.catiolis to Microfilm Norms shall apply to this· micro:tillll:l.llg ·
project. ·•
a.

Page 19, Chapter 4, Ta:rget Descrintion; A. 'rhe ffvJl? Test Patch.·· No
E&po Test Patch shall be included in the film and all sUbsequent references to the H;ypo Test Patch in Microfilm Norms shall be. i.g!:l.ored,.

b.· Page 20. An a.dditiono.l target will be inserted on a .frame :IJ:mlediately ahead of the Id<mti:fication ')?arget. It wiU.incl\lde the name·
·of the Issuing or Sponsoring Body :l.":rom its inception to the time of
filming, in chronological sequence. This target must be legible on
the film without the aid of a magnifier end follow the size and layout for the Identification Target. The Issuing Agency frame .at the
beginning of the reel will include the word START~
c.

Page 21, c. ·The Technical Target. The National Bureau of Standards
Resolution Chart to be used will be the "1963 A" version of the Chart.
These are ava,ilallle from:
·

u.s.

Department of
· National Bureau of
Office of Standa.rd
. Washington, D.C.

Commerce
Standards
Reference Material

20234

One .set Microfilm Resolution Test Chart lOlOA [10 char·~s per set]

~16.00

.

.

..· .· .

. .

.

d.

Page 27. . After . Suppl. Bibl. Target •..

e.

Page 28, Chanter 5. A. 1\rra.n;;;ement of Targets. A blank frame will be
inserted betueen the Hissing Volume Target and the first text :trame.
Like-wi.se, a blank frame 1<ill 'be inserted betw·een the last page of a
numbered issue and the first 'page of the next issue.
.
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~~Ch:zJ?~r 6 1~~!._Eedudion Ra~.

The Requirements for re-,
duction ratios as specified in 1-licro:film Norms shall apply with the
:following additions and modif:Lcations:-~~

1.

Onl,y 35mm non·<£lerforated film shaJJ. be used for the camera. master
f'ilm.

2.

A l2X redJJ.ction ra~cio shall be substituted for the 14-X :reductioo
ra;I;:Lo when ever such a cllange can be made w:tthout :forcing ·the
camera operator to change to a d:lfferent orientation (:for example: A small bou:ml leaflet printed on .bol;h sides is 4-" X 5"
in size. ·According to the stande:rd pra,ct:i.ce the 1eafle'G ·would
be placed in the IIA pm;:ltion ruld filmed. at ll~X reduction. Since
the l:mok~let C!ll:L be v.ecomodated in the; :o:A image oriexl'l;ation at .
J2Jt redu<::-l;5.m1 -this l<:~~fer (12X) l"ednction ratio sl:iaJJ, be 'Wlied.
U a. lr!corger booklet \Jould .m=ally be. :filJn&Jd
ll~X :1:'\\ldu.ction
:ln the IIA position. end a chaxJge to the J2X reduction :~.·a.tio would
· :foree a change to the Im positlon then thi~; b:x>ldet wo.ud be
· :f:lilll£"'1 at tho l.f:.! ratio" )

It ;shouLd. be e..nrphasizecl 'that; the mnxilin:illl :f'ilm uret% ·t;o .be u-i;i:Li.:r.ed ·"rill
Sueei.f'icr>:'dom:: for lUilll!l ·
. eLl~re;y·a be s1ibj ect to the !J!SI
~·~--~~----'--"-=~-~-·-~~--~-----~·-=----=-=-""-J"3ld~~.·-~__fgi:\Ter ~l:l~.lc-~!:.:!,;J:!:JUJO:c':SJ.f:L~. f'?.I::liee;h~~;bica::tion~J ~•

.2··l~z,.

,

.·

.

.

.

.

Ai; lhX, two 8·''/2" X :JJ." pages c<m be :place<:l in the IIA l'odtioo.

The spaces betvreenrn:i.crof'ilm :frames shall be kept to the sna.U.est
size which the. camera will pe:rmit.
g.

~·~-f~"!:~lk.! Permanenc~.

h.

~.. 1H~2.-1t'>£.f)?iJ,J~i;y""_jl·"~i?E:·

IlYJlo Content. Residual thiosulf'ate content shall be subject to the requirements and test methods
of the latest ANSI specifications.

The pa;'ctern to be resolved in the
center and the corners of the te:st clm:c'G shall he 7 ,.l in the case of
the 14X te.t·get;, and ).6 in the case o:f the 20X

In 16mm film produced by projection-reduction fiom the 35lml! master
:film, the 16mm sub-!ll!lstex· shall resolve a minimum of 175 lines per
milliJJJ.eter.
:1..

Page 1I4 1 C. Stora{l;e Reels and Containers, Sections 3 and 4-, The two
para{l;raphs eonce:rning paper strips and :ru.bber ba:nd.s shall not apply •.
In the:1.r stead the foUmdn.'l: requirement shaJ.l be accepted':
The films shall be held on the reel securel,y fastened in a
uh:tch •-rill not; affec·t their use er permanence and which
will no·t allow the films to unravel.

=r
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Plastic boxes are to be considered prefe1·able to

g.

Page 45, Item 2·
paper boxes.

h.

Page 42, Section D.

On1;v non-perforated film shall be used.

:!. • . Section D2.

The max:imU!n nU!nber of splices per 100 foot reel of
microfilm .master shall not exceed 20.

;j •. Page 46, T:flles of Duplicate Film, Section 2 •. For Kalvar film read
vesicular film. ·In all subaequent re:terences 'Kalvar .film .shall read

vesicular film.

k. ·.

.•

·

.. ·

·

~e~~e;·i!e:;~;:~ca~ci:'=:~3\::~i!e s!:a6~::t::t~e
the 2attechnical target shall resolve the 5.0 pattern.

1 •. Page 48, Microfiche •..·Any microfiche prepared U!nder this contract.
. shall . conform to the Nationall>!icrofilm Association's MS5-1972 Mi. crofiche of DocU~nents.
3.

G.

When a 16mm is .,;epared b;r projection-reduction f:r0111 a 35~ fil.in the
contents of 200 feet of 35mm.film
reduced to a 100 foot 16mm fi2m •
. The contractor will then prepare additional bibliogra,phic targets filmed
on 16mm film which .will correctly descx:ibe .the cont.ents of t.he 16mm
·
:reels. .
··
·

are

· REDUCTION METHODS AND MASTERS

1.

AU filming will be on 35mm as specified earlier. The original llla.ster
will become the property of the Contractor upon satisfactory completion ·
of the contract.
··

· 2.

A 35l!!!ll dupl:i.cate archival llla.ster of sil~er halide with negative tonality
(second generation film) shall be required. Deliv~ry Will be coordinated
with the contracting Officer of the· University . o f ·Kentucky or a designated representative..
·
·
·

3.

All 16rnm will be generated from the 35mm roaster by creation of a projection-reduction master of silver halide with negative tonality from which
the 16mm release copies will. be made. ..
·
•
·
.

' 4.

The COntractor shall provide access to
negatives are made.

.

tJJe ffiaste;r for excimination before ·
-· -

.....,
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S'ECriON IV - PREPARATION OF PROPOSALS

J?orposals shall be sul:mitted in bMJ (2) parts:
Proposals.
A.

A Technical P.roposal and Price

TECHNICAI. PROPOSAL

~=-

'I'he Technical Proposal may a:mtain suggested patterns of operation and filming other tl~an those specified in this Invitation to BiCL If technical filming a:~..'Yangernertts at"e suggested other than as specified in this Invitation
to Bid, two nul Proposals ll1Ust be provided: (1) to meet the specificati.olw
and working requir~nt..s of this Bid, frtclu:iing pricing, and (2) a ~ ·
with the alt£kl:native proposals •

tlus

. The T<,;:dmical Proposal shall be inclu.ded with
Invi1:ation to Bid and • .·
s.'u>:U include the following ntinimum :infol::mation, but is not restric!:'.ed to it..
L

Desctip~"L;;;n and. location of Bidder's organization along with tll.&
ation of filming location.

2.

Descri~i<m

of filming locations and/or abi1it:y to establish then in
alternative pari"_s of the United States in order to meet the na~
f&:rtures of this fillli:il.ig p:roqram. Descriptj.on and details sht:luld be
p:r:ovided
w'reJ:"~Gt, by ~,·hat metl:Klds, and the o:r.ganizatjJ:lJ.Mill at':!:~
which would be utilized for filming in California, Florida, and I<entucky
where filming call for bids is now being issued.

3.

Bidder's approach or outline of metl10d for perfom.ance of work, includ-.
ing tlle o:r.ganization axld size of work gnJup; method of superviswn, and ·
schedule of work.

4.

Description of bidder's experiences in perfo:aning functions similar to
those requested in this Invitation to Bid for profX:Jsals with specific
references to old se.dal files filmed.
·

5.

A listing of clients wbo have been furnished simUar services with detailed info:rrnation on the .types of serial files, size of the job and
delim?xy sd1edules met.
·

6.

Ites1J.!ll19 of principal person (s) to be assigne::l. to full time participation
in this proj~rt.
·

7.

Bidder's marketing experience with the librru:y and inforrration a::m=
rnunitie<4 in filrrLing· <Jnd selling archival and noru'l.'I:'Chival film.

B.

!Jescript-ion of marketing and prom:lt.ional procedw:es which 'W01.1ld be
fol10W€f1 in the sale of the film within the United States and overseas.
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B.

PRICE PROPOSAL - 100%
The estmlated pages to be fi.lmsd are 80,000-100,000 of which approximately ·
80% should be filmed on a two-page per frame basis. (See Awendix I for
a listing of titles with page sizes and estmlated pages counts.)

Bidders are reminded that all filro:i.ng shall be on 35mn, with projection reduction to 16nm, and microfiche for sane series titles. Bidders are also·
reminded that -the original master remains the propert:y of the Contractor
after deliveey of a.c:oeptable sets. Titles appropriate for microfiche are
. ·· identified on the title list {.1\ppendix I) with a Capital M. in .the right.,.
- hand COlUI!IIl. . .
:: ·.' : ·. .
·· ·
•
.·.·
·
. .. :. · . . · · · : · ; .

nust

!:mE: · Pricing
follao~ pattern as indicated on Page 18 "Price Proposal". .
Bidders ney, ~, iMicate in a specific manner any allowance or ·
deduction which they will make for step 1. a since the filin ~ tl1iiS1:er
will rE!IliiUn the property of the Contractor after de!liveey of the required

.. :

•

film.
· The university of Kentucky reserves the right to choose any of the pric:inq.
schemes or delivery pattems for the release copies. 'lhe totallMitler of
delivered sets will renain tlle Sa!J'I!:! but tlle Illl!Wer for each fQII~~at ney be
changed..

.

.

Prices as shQwn on page 18 "Price Proposal" will not· be negotiable and will
remain finn during teDn of contract.
·
·
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PRICE PROPOSAL

"·

SECI'ION I
l.

Filming: and Co:eies of University of Kentucky Publications
Price Per
Frame
set
of
35mm
Camera
a. One (1)

· Estimated
Total

master·

b.

One (1) 16nm p:rojecti.on
:reduction ~
genP-rated frcrn the 35mm
maswx film, on silver
halide. film with negative
tonality.

Price Per
· · Foot ..
~

Estimated
Total

c.

Ona (1) sat of 35mm duplicate
arclri.val master silver halide
film with negative totality
(second generation film)

Price per
Foot

E~

Pricing on Release Copy
L
One (1) set of 35nm
positive silver.
halide

Price Per
Foot

Estimated
Total

d.

e. Two (2) sets of microfiche for
too titles identified in
Appendix I with M.

Total

~-

r--

--

Unit Price
Per ·Microfiche

Estimated
Total

. 'SECTION II

2.

Pricing for· Public E1e - 100%.
a.

One (1) ·set of 35rnn positive silver
!:~alide

b.

One (1) set· of 16rnn positive silver

haJJde
c.

re!easa cnpies
r<?~ease

oopies

$

One (1) set of microfiche for the
titles identified in Appendix I
with M.

Unit Price Per Mic:rofich!!!

Below state length of time rates proposed in Section II will be in effect:

The ~ts will be filme:l frcrn th:?ir inception through the year 1969.
be filrne:l are listed in appendix I.

The docun"ents are to be filrne:l in 14X unless specified otherwise.
in size f:t'Olll 5 1/2 x B 1/2 to 8 1/2 x 11.
32

D:::lcu!1'ents to

The D:::lcu!1'ents range

In

the event additil::lnal info:anation regarding this Invitation to Bid is :requjred

contact:

Mary v. Grady
Assistant Director
university of Kentucky
322 service Building
Iexi.ngton, Ken~ 40506

Telephone: 606- 258-4601
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EXHIBIT A
APPENDIX I
LIST Ol!' Ul!TVERS TTY OF KEliTUCKY V\JlD-GRI\N'r
AGJ_lrcuu;.;:J?~i.L-?u3LrCATioiTff'i?-o1iE"Tfic~1o?frrfn

1'h:ts list includes the titles to be filmed and considered of e;rentest value for
retention or archivi:'J. needs. In all C:'tses the size -of p:::ges and estimation of
pages for fil:ning nre not absolute. The occasioni:'J. pae;e size variations of' much
of the materia~ a.re n9t shm:n unleas they. constituted a sizeable .number of pages
or 1l> clearly evident page size chanee 1·1hich then continued. Likm·lise, the: page
estimates include a. lOo/o plus or minus factor. Gaps in so!:!e files are being
fiLled almost daily. ltissing portions of sets are not shown unless they are sub~:rtantial or:;rtissions l:"r01"1 the set.
Gaps nmr shown a:re small or the ti:tJ.e ~rould ·
not be filmed.
.

. ..'

The Mcolumn indicates those'titles detel"lllined ai.li»:oPib.te :tox:lliiei,;n~eH'Md ,.......
which- wi.ll. be requ:lrect in.. tha;t .fol'lllat. Determb:iation.of title$ i'ol;e'i!li~of:l.che~
wa.s made on the bas:!"s of these ·criteJ:ia:
·
·
.;.
·
Relatively short runs,
Serials lihit>.h have the characteristics o:f' technical :reports,
L e., each title tend::; to stand alone . n.nd is not closel;y' ·
suhject related to the other numbered item in the series,
3. Serials •·rhich are popular newsletter or a reporting· series :for
the public or researchers, · ·
4 •. Each individuoJ.. piece of a series. has bet~reen. 25 and 100
pages.
1..
2.

C:dteria 1 and. 4 are requi:red in\)rder to designate a series :for delivery on mi-.
crofiche.

'

, i:J;.r

. UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY. LAND-G!WlT PUBLICATION'S
Estimated
Pages .to.
AGRICULTURAL EXPERJliiDIT STATIOU PUBLICATIONS
Size of: Page . be f:ilmed

H-fiche

· Annual. Reoort

(lst:U2nd;. 1885/88-1.969).
Bulletins

.

..

.

_Dec. 1.885-Aug. 1968) ·

(no.l.-7o8
Circulars

·

·,

.

,·

Sizes _va:ey ·slight!¥ .

. .

~-. (no.J.-7.li ~. lB85~~ 1952) .··.
·.·), __ ,:·-~-;-.;

·...

'

:-. Farm ee. - Mise.·
(n.d.' .. 42 nos.)

.

·· ·Kentucl;r Apima) Science. Research .•

. ..;-.

'

..

'eN2V:.u•·

.-- ...

'!.· .·

'670

·... s1/2~u

,-.. __

Reuorts·. ·

oeA
.·. 3Qt1V

(1.9571 - J.969) .
Kentu~

Farm and Home Science

23o

(v,l, no.3; 1955-1.962) .

··

.

. Narspaper Bulletin

·._

.·

_•,

.

;

(no.1-119; _1911-1.915)

6lf2 X 81/2 .

6XJ.4

81j'
. 2,_x .u..
Re~atory

Bulletin

·. M

'

. sizes. vary .·
5X9 . . .

•·

.

.ll9
3710.

6X9

. ··

no.1-2o5 Aug. 1918-.ru1 1969) .

(varies slightly) ·

KENTUCKY. UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXmiSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS
(Gradually became the Cooperative Extension Service beginning in 1953).
Circular
6x9 ·
22,480
(no.J.-622 1912-1968 )<
·

Leaflets •series A-P

sizes. vary

{July l938-Ja.n. 1943)
(no.J..:.329 Jan~ 1943-1969)
Niseellaneotis
· (no.l-,362 1953?-1968)"

Boo

3230 .

.·Report

'()920-1968)

247o
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SAMPLE
FORM AD--451
AGPR (41CFR)

!EXHIBIT B

Cooperative Agreement
Appropriation No. 401-03-01-04-01

{0~70)

.~·16. 950-"'-45"-l~-

AGREEMENT

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

RESEARCH AGREEMENT
DEPARYMENT AGENCY

NO,

12-03-01-2-220

(<"•:nrne undAddte-ss)

FEDERAL OBLIGATION

National Agricultural Library
Beltsville, Maryland 20705

$4,500

~;:~:;)7JC~-1~-~~Q7~:\LIN$=f1Tu~;;--(Sa~7;;"d;~~-------------f·P"c"·R""'<o'"o-=o-=F-A,_G,-R,_E_,<:;cM-cEo-N=T---------

lJniVCrSity of KentucKy Rfosearch Foundation
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

FROM

TO

-,-E

AUT·~c;·~:;~-z~s~o

;;-;:-;:;::~-,"-.N_T_A_c
__o_F_F_oc_~::R ·-------~--,r:A~~~

Samuel. T. Waters, Acting Director
Na!ionai_A&!J:5.ul tt~E.ll.} Library

--.:4\Re ) "7 > J 9 74
Jn] y ;>J\0U...,-J1.>9L7c;5"-------

e:: IPA L IN v E.s·T:::,-::c-:A-::T:::o:::",----------

Mr. Paul A. Wiilis, Director of Libraries
University of Kentucky

IiTLE OF PROJl·:CT

AGREEMF.:NT Al!THORil'V

1-iicrofilning Progra.m of State Land-"Grant
Agricultural Publications

col>rrRAc;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - GBANT - - - - - - - - - -

cooPcRATiv<::

AGREE:MSN~~£=i==============

PROVISION5
This t~greement includes: 1. The Gener11l Provisions for Research Agreements. Forrn AD~452 1 which Is incorpor.ated herein by
reference; 2. Thl!: ott.ou::hed Statement of Work; and 3. Such other requirements as are attached hereto or incorporated by reference
·and i.dcntificd az follows:

EDUCATIONAL fNSTITUT!ON

"fhe Educ<Jtional

I~1sUtution

AGI(EE!\~ENT

accepts this agreement and certifies that it:

1.

[5Z has, 0

2.

Cl hms, {XJ has not, employed or rehdned any company or person

has Mt, participated in a previous contract or subcontract subject to the Equal Opportunity clause herttin and
has file4 compliance reports where required;

(other them a fullfttime bona fide employee wqrking solttfy

for the conuaefor) to Solicit or secure this Contract, and
~.

[::J has. [8]

has nOt, paid or e.gu:€d to pay to any company or peraon (other than a full· lime bona fide limPloyee woPking
.soldy for the conucu:tor) a.nY fee, comn:rh:slon, percentage or brokerage fee, contingent upon or resulting from the award of
th!ru contmct, aild mgrecs to fumi5h information ~elating-thereto as. requested by the contracting officer.

, ...

!lY:

!)ale

~t'-'7~1~2,::..::1-rZ_.?'-1'/'-------=---

Executive Dlr'ector
University of l<entucky Research Foundation
-&-<=~-~~~--~-~="~~~~--~~~---~.

FOR THE UNITED STATES DEPART.\fENT OP AGRICULTURE

JUN 1 ? 1974

Date.--77---c--~~~--~~~--~~~~~~--.--

Acting Director
_ N ~_i on,a 1 Ag!:_i c!:•Lt_lf_T.--cf~tl~L_l_·b_r_a_r~y'-------

===--

Ticle
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Authorized Departmental Officer's
·Designated Representative:
Wallace C. Olson, National Agricultural
Library, Beltsville, Maryland 20705

COOPERATIVE AGREEHENT
No. 12-03-01-2-220
bet.wct.~n

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
•.·•

and the
uNITED STATES DEPARTHENT OF AGRICUITlJRI':
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

THIS COOPERATIVE AGRcEl-fEKT, is made and entered into by and between The
University of Kentucky Research Foundation,
hereinafter referred to as the "Cooperator," and the United States
Department of Agriculture) National Agricultural Library, hereinafter
referred to as "NAL."
HHEREAS, NAL desires to enter into a microfilming program of state
land-grant agricultural p~1hlications on a shared-cost basis Hith the states
to provide an archival fj lm copy of the publications from inception of the
experiment st:nt:Lons, exte::mion services, and Colleges of Agriculture. of the
University of Kentucky

through 196'!; and,
HHE:f . · S, the purpose of the fil1oing is to provide:

1.

An arc.hive record of these publicaU_ons before they detcriorc:te;

2.

A larger resource on film of retrosp:cctive public?.tions th2.n is nmv
held by many of the libraries and <·lhich eanno L be easily duplicated
separately; and

3.

The opportunity to save shelf space by substitution of so:1e state
publ' · d:ions with film in those libraries >~hich choose to discard
dete:~:iora ting and space-occupying sets; and,

' in this vork
h'HEHEAS, it is the intention of the parties hereto to cooperate
for their mutual benefit and the benefit of the people of the United States;
XO\j, THEREFORE, the parties ht'l·eto agree as

follo>~s:

$3,500 to be used for purposes ee>sential to this Hork.

1.

Contribute

2.

Consult <lith NAL in carrying out the IVork provided for herein.

3.

Fih1 mGterials from inception of publication through 1969, and "·
co:nplete for each title as the land-grant can ass8mhle.
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/1.

Dix·ect ..:!i1d conduct the Hor}::. necessary to provide 1\AL and The

Unive.r.sity of Kent·, ;:l:y with:
a.

A 35 mm, or 16 nn, or microfiche set of ear:h of the titles on
the attached list of _lJniversi ty of Kentucl:y i.nnd-grant
Agricul~--l~_E.::~l.·Publicat f c~ns~

5~

b.

One set of n8gative diazo film for each title put onto roll
film.

c.

Hi.crofiche titles Hill be prepared in one copy only.

·use technical s,;-ecifications
a·,.

}~'or l·l"L~rofLln:

2.S

follo\vs:

Snccificatiops f~_E_!:]l~-~!~_cr~filming_ of. Books_
~0_P.~:lnhlcts in th~-- J,ibrn.l?.Y_?.!~Ef.re.ss~

Library of· Congress, Hashing ton> 1973
(16 pages)
h~

6.

.For }1icrofiche: 1\N.l\. Stand2.rd. Nicrofiche of Documents.
NHA HS5-l973
National Hicrofilm Association, Silver
Spring, Haryland (15 pages)

Utilize fends contributed by NAL solely in conn2ction '·lith the ,.10rk

provided for herein.
B.

NAL will:

1.

Contribute ~_4,500 to hc,lp deieray the cost of the work provided
for herein.

2.

Consult Hith the Cooper a toe: during the conduct of the _,work.

1.

The parties to this agreement "ill plan the Hork cooperati'l«ly.

2.

Funds contributed by the .Cooperator and NAL ,.,ill be disbur:>ed by the
Coov :rator • s Repres.,nt.ative, Hr. Paul A. Hillis, Director of Libraries,
University of Kentucky,
upon rc_ccipt of itemized stnte.t-nznts_,. or vouchers properly certified.

All rcquc.sts for paym2nts, vouchers, and correspondence pertaining
to thio Cooperative Agreer.:~ent r..ust have the follo\·ling idcntificution:
Coope!rntive Agrce!i'.2nt l·!o. 12-03-01-04-01
3.

Up0!1 cornplction.of Hork or expiration·of the Coope.rntivc Agre2ment,
"tiitir-1t•:v(•;· occ•:r::; f.i..r::t:, <:. 1 ::-,: rt~;r.cdnin~~ unohli::.-:-ttcd h:1lnncc of iua..:..l.:;
eo;~Lr:ihutt::·d l>~' NA.L Hill be refur'.ded.
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4.

Filming will be completed and materials delivered as states and
titles are completed. The first of which is anticipated by
November 30, 1974, and the last no lager than July 30, 1975.

5.

No member of, or delegate to, Congress or resident commissioner
shall be admitted to any share or part of this agreement or to
any benefit that may arise therefrom.

6.

In connection with performance of work provided for herein, the
attached nondiscrimination provisions, Form AD-369, prescribed by
Executive Order 11246, September 24, 1965, as amended by Executive
Order 11375, October 13, 1967, are hereby made a part of this
agreement.

7.

The Comptroller General of the United States, or any of his duly
authorized representatives, and duly authorized representatives of
the United States Department of Agriculture, shall, until expiration
or three years after final payment under this agreement, have access
to, and the right to examine, any directly pertinent books, documents,
papers, and records of the Cooperator involving transactions related
to this agreement.

8.

All condi.tions and provisions of this agreement shall become
effective June 17, 1974, and shall continue in force until
completion of the work, but not later than July 30, 1975. This
agreement may be amended by agreement of the parties in writing,
or terminated by either party upon thirty (30) days notice in
writing to the other party.
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SAMPLE PAGE OF TITLE LISTINGS

--

issuing agency

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY LAND GRANT PUBLICATIONS

1

iI

i

title of
pu~lication

-------------7 AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
PUBLICATIONS

Size of Page
(inches)

~mal

Report
Jst-82nd; 1885/88-1969
6x9
his tory.---- '
Bulletins
no. 1-708; Dec. 1885-Aug. 1968)
C:lrculars
no. 1-71; Dec. 1885-Mar. 1952
Farm ec.

nd

~~

Estimated
Pages to
be filmed

29 • 580

l

M-fiche

Bound together

~pages

sizes vary slightly/

inclusive

'

sizes_~ slightly I

Misc.

42 nos.

670

M

Kentucky Animal Sd.ence
Research Reports

1957?-1969

3860

Kentucky Farm and Home
Science
v. 1--8, no. 3; 1965·-1962

M

KENTUQZY. UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
PUBLICATIONS.
(Gradually became the Cooperative Extension Service
beginning in 1953.)
Circular
no. 1-622; 1912-1968

6x9

Leaflets series A-P
July 1938-Jan. 1943
No. 1-329; Jan 1943-1969

sizes vary

40

22,480

800

M

I

EXHIBIT c 1

HISTORY OF THE ISSUING BODY
The corporate heading for the Agricultural Experiment Station has
stayed the same since 1885. It has always been and continues to be
Kentucky. Agricultural Experiment Station, Lexington. The name of
the parent body of the Experiment Station, The University of Kentucky
has changed on the publications in the following way:
1885-May 1908
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station of the State College
of Kentucky.
June 1908-June 1916
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station of the State University.
July 1916Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Kentucky.
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1EXlU:B;J;:r

p

I

Want List
Ken tucl<:,y, 1\h>ricul tural ExpeJ.~i.ment Statim1, Lexington,
Annual Report (Results of Research): numbers 8 (1895), 58 (1945), 60 (1947),
82 (1969)
Bu~.letins:

numbers 102, lOfl, 115, 139, 226

Progress Reports: numbers l-81, 83-119, 121-137, 139-150, 163-164, 169, 171, 173-174,
187' 191--198, 201+
Regulatory Bulletins: numbers 1-70, 72-73, 78-80, 82, 95-9"(, 101, 117, 119-144, 158,
160, 163, 191-192, 201, 216
Ken·cucky, University, Agricultural Extem;j_on Service,
CircuJ.e.rs: munbers 1, 3, 32, 46-48, 582, 587, 602, 6CJ5-610, 615-616, 625-626
Circulars (He-vised): nwnbers 360-A, 403, 41+0-A, 482-B, 522, 522-A, 538-E, 539-A,
556-A
LeafJ.ets: nunibers 20, 51,, llfi\ 147, 154, 162, 171, 183, 194, 21.4-215, 279:e~tl;
31U., 31+5
Leaflets (Revised): nunibers · 30, 72, 98, 105, 107, lo8-A, 1.14, 121, 128, 132-A,
133, 1.56-A, 160-A, 172-A, 178-A, 189-A, 190-B, 197-A, 21c5-A, 221-A,260-A,
268-C, 271+-B, 275-A, 3o4-A, 310-A, 336-A
M:bcellaneous; mmibers 1-252, 254-307, 309-322, 324-332, 337-339, 342, 346, 351-354,
357, 364, 381, 383, 385-386, 390-392, 394-397, 4oo, 4o1
Miscellaneom< (Hev:tsed): nunibe:rs 13-B, 13-C, 51-A, 69-A, 71-B, 71-D, '71-E, 71-F,
71-G, Tl-H, '(1-,J, '{.l··K, 80-A, 100-B, 101-D, 101-F, 101-G, 101-H, 103-B, 10'-1--M,
.113-A, .113-Il, 113·-C, 113-E, 113-F, 113-J, 114-A, 1.16-A, .117-B, 138-A, 138-E supp.,
138-·.F, 138-G, 138-H, 140-B, 149-A, 151-A, 157-A, 165-·A, 251-B, 251-D, 251-E,
251-I, 256 ...13, 256-C, 256-D, 256-E, 261-A, 261-E, 2'70-D, 2'70-E, 270-F, 270-H,
275··A, 278-A, Ze't'8-B, 278-C, 278-D, 278-E, 278-F, 278-H, 279-A, 279-B, 279-C,
;279-~', 2'79-G, 280-A, 280-B, 280-C, 280-G, 286-A, 286-c, 286-D, 286-F, 287-C,
307-B,, 322-A, 322-D, 324-B, 359-B, 362-C, 363-B, 368-B, 371-B, 372-B, 372-C,
37h-B, JTlr..•c, 382-A
Kentucky, Un:l.versity, Cooperative Extension Service,
FOR: numberG 1-.!.r
ENT: nurribers 28

Special Folder: numbers 1-ln, 52
Kentucky, University, Department of Agric:uJ.tural Economics,
Resea.rch Report: rnmihers 1, 3, 6-8, 10-11, 13, 15, 17
Ke.1·1tucky, University, Department of Rural Sociology,
RS: mmlbet'B 6- Ll, 14-28, 30, 32
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............_EXHIBIT El

SUPPLEMENTARY TARGET
Explanation of Extension Revisions
The Extension Service issued revisions for many of their publications.
These revisions were made on a number by number basis.

In an effort to

film as complete a file as possible, all available extension revisions
have been included.

There is no complete record of publications for

these revisions, therefore, some numbers will be complete with the
original and the revisions while others many have just the original and
scattered revisions.

Those originals which are known to have existed

but are not available for filming are so noted.
for numbers which have no pro6f

No note is included

of publication.

THIS NOTATION WAS USED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL
EXTENSION SERVICE PUBLICATIONS TO EXPLAIN THE GAPS IN THE REVISIONS.
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Collating List

TITLE I
Kentucky . .Agricultural E.Kper:Lment Station, Lexington.
Bulletin.
no.lBetween 18?4 and 1919 Bulletins vrere continuously pae;ed and included an index
for all Bulletins and the Annual report issued during that year. Included in. the
last Bulletin for some years 1ms also additional material called Analyses Mineral
~laters and Meteorological Summaries.
Some Bulletins 1rere also called Research Bulletins(No. 220-361 Most issues cnlled Research Bulletin).

Package l:

Nos, :t-48; ·1885··1894.
H0 inde;;c ..

Not continuously. pnged.
H~unbers 49-71, lB;JIJ.-1897.

Ho.
Ho.
Ho.
No.

53 Includes index for 189'+ Bulletins and Annual. report.
60 rnclud.es :index for 1895 Bulletins and Annual report.
65 Includes index for 1896 Bulletins and Annual report
71 Inclutles for '1897 Bulletins v.nd Annual report.

Numbers 72··9'J, 1898--1900
]'fo. 75 ltU.sprlnt p.8 should be p.85
Ho. 79 Ineludes index for 1898 Bulletins v.nd Annual report
Ho. 80 Poges mlanurrtbered··-begins ~lith p. 199 1<hen i t should begin with
No.1
No. 85 Includes index for 1899 Bulletin::; (including no. 80) and Annual
report.
Uo. 90 Includes index· for 1900 Bulletins e.nd AnnUc'll reports.
Package 4:

Po.ckage

5:

Numbers 91-J.OI+, 1901-1902
Uo. 95 Includes publication Ust
Ho. 9'1 Includes index :for 1901 Bulletins and Annual. report and added
material.
Ho. 1<Yr Includes index and added materiaJ. (Index for 1902 Bulletins and
Annual reports).
Numbers 105-123, 1903-1905
Ho. 112 Index for 1903 Bulletins and Annual report and added material
Ho. 117 Inclex for 1')o!f Bulletins and Annual report and added ma.terial
Ho. 123 Index for 1905 Bulletins and AnnUal report and added material
Humber J.?)f-13~, 1906-1908
rro. 128 Ind"x for 1906 BulleUns and Annual-reportn for 1906 and added
lnD.terJ.v.l
lb. l::l2 IniJ.ex for 1.907 BLLUetins and. 1\nnual report ttnd e.dded material
rr·~~.

J-~~ 1 ~ E'oJ_rl ov.l~ b0.i~·de~~n ·p~~ll~-11)

Jfo. 133 I.rt,lm:. i'ox· 19o8 Bulletins and Annual report and added material
Hwribco!'IJ IJ9-JJ;6, 1909--1910
l{Q,

1hG Intl.e;( for 1909

BuJ~etinQ
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aml Annual report nnd added material

I

E;lOUBIT c

I

ST ANOARD BIBLIOGRAPHIC MICROfiLM TARGET
Section I Original Moteriol (a• filmed)

--------"'----

Author• dot.-j.J
Author!•! UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
IS85"-MAY 1908-l<ENTUCKY .li.GRTCULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA'I'ION
OF THE STATE COLLEGE OF KENTUCKY.
JUNE 1908-JUNE 1916 KENTUCKY AGRICULTURAL EX~P~E=R~IM~E=N~r--~-----------
- - - - - · - ----OF..... THE S'£ATE UNIVERSITY.
JULY 1916-PRESENT AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION,
UNTIZERS.ITY.. QL.J<ENTUCKY~--

Title

AGRTC'III.T!IRAL EXPERIMENT S'£ATION -

Publisher, if a book
Publication Dole(;}
or period covered
No. of.vols. I

1-708

-------:-----------------1885 -

1969

Other(

Page•(

708

Ploce of Publication

UNIVERSITI __OF KENTUCKY,
~dolor,

Edition
Hqlder of Original Material
Editor on d

BULLETIN NO.

LEXINGTON,

or Tron•lotor

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY,

Pvbli•her of Microfilm Edition

KENTUCKY

LEXINGTON,

GRAPHIC MICROFILM,

KENTUCKY

INC.

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAl, LIBRARY

Holder of Mo1ter Negative
Restrictions, if any, on u>e

_U_,_~"-'- __DE}'_!\R'£MENT OF AGRICULTURE

NONE

-------··-----

----~----------

--------------------------------------------------------------·
------------ .. ----- ----·---.- -------- -------------------- ___ ,
-·-

Section II

·-

---

-·

T"chntCol Microfilm D.uto

-----------

Producing laboratory -----GRAPHIC MICROE'ILM INC.
------ ·--- -----~---------·---Film !ize

35mm i X}. 16mm (

Image Plac.,meot

lA I

I.

II A

). R"duction ratio 14X
).

IB (

).

118

I

I

X).
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JUNE

:wx ( ).

). Oupl"x (

NOT~ that thi> lorm i> to be used for bool.s, monuscriph,
and new>popen '"'"rchongeobly.

ALA: MICROfiLM NORMS

Dole

}.

1. 1976

Other. specify (
Duo

records. mops,

periodicals

J.

I

EXHIBIT HI

SUPPLEMENT~qy

BIBLIOGRAPHIC TARGET

REEL # 1

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

BULLETIN NO. 1 THRU NO. 104

1 --~-

NOS.

l-48; NO INDEX.
NO'l' CONTINUOUSLY PAGED.
75 MISPRINT p.8 SHOULD BE p.85
---------NO. 80 PAGES MISNUMBERED--BEGINS WITH p.199 SHOULD BEGIN

1 - - - - NO.

WITH p.l \

Explanatory notes on the microfilm.

'"kon lrom

7oo1Mln'

list prepared by the sending library.

Packrige 1=1]:
Nos. 1--M; 1885-18;!4.
No index. - .
-.
Not continuously paged.
-

Package 2:

'

Humbers 49-71, 189~-1.897.
No. 53 Includes index f<)r 1894 Bulletins and Annual report.
Ho. 60 Includes index for 1895 BuJ.letins and AnnUDl renort.
No. 65 Includes index for 1896 Bulletins and Ann_ual report
No. 71Includes for 1897 BuJ.letins a.nd. Annual report.

Package 3:

Number.\"'/2-90, 1898-1900
Ifo. 75 H1flpdnt p.8 should be p.85
lfo. 79 Includes index for 1898 Bulletins and Annual report
--------jHo. 80 Pecos mlcnumbered--begins vTith p. 199 •~hen it should begin with
lfo.l
l!o. 85 Includes index for 1899 Bulletin::; (including no. 80) and Annual
rep::>rt.
lfo. 90 Includes index for 1900 Bulletins and Annual reports.

---------~
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